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Dear Author(s),

Congratulations! On behalf of the IJCNN 2020 Technical Program Committee and
Technical Chairs, we are pleased to inform you that your paper:

Paper ID: 21016
Author(s): Zhe Liu, Lina Yao, Xianzhi Wang, Lei Bai and Jake An
Title: Are You a Risk Taker? Adversarial Learning of Asymmetric Cross-Domain
Alignment for Risk Tolerance Prediction

has been accepted for presentation at the IJCNN 2020 and for publication in
the conference proceedings published by IEEE. This email provides you with all
the information you require to complete your paper and submit it for inclusion
in the proceedings.

Please read this email carefully. Here are the steps you must follow:

1. Please see the REVIEWERS' COMMENTS for your paper at the end of this email,
which are intended to help you to improve your paper for final publication.
The listed comments should be addressed, as acceptance is conditional on
appropriate response to the requirements and comments.

2. Please prepare your manuscript for final camera ready submission following
the same PDF format guidelines as for the initial submission. Papers are
limited to eight (8) pages in length, must be IEEE Xplore compliant, and must
follow the formatting instructions provided at:

https://wcci2020.org/submissions/

3. Make sure the paper size is US letter size, not A4 size. Use the US letter
size option: Do not specify the paper size in mm, inch, or point.

To ensure that your file is fully compliant with IEEE Xplore, you need to
verify your paper with IEEE PDF eXpress http://www.pdf-express.org/. The
conference ID can be found at:

https://wcci2020.org/submissions/

PDF eXpress will generate a log file with errors, if any. Your final paper
cannot be submitted to the conference till all errors have been corrected.
Once your compliant log is error free, you will receive an IEEE Xplore
compliant PDF file from PDF eXpress with a name similar to PIDxxxxxxx.pdf. You
must upload this file (see next step) as your final submission.

Accessing PDF eXpress

First-time users should do the following:
a. Select the New Users - Click Here link.

mailto:ijcnn2020@ieee-cis.org
mailto:XIANZHI.WANG@uts.edu.au
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/o8FnClx1pVUA5Aj8CVLlal?domain=wcci2020.org
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/Ar2ICmO5EVTAKA93C3Yt-Q?domain=pdf-express.org
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/o8FnClx1pVUA5Aj8CVLlal?domain=wcci2020.org/


b. Enter the following:
- The Conference ID: 48605X
- Your email address
- A password
c. Continue to enter information as prompted.

An Online confirmation will be displayed and an email confirmation will be
sent verifying your account setup.

Previous users of PDF eXpress need to follow the above steps, but should enter
the same password that was used for previous conferences. Verify that your
contact information is valid.

When you have completed your paper and are ready to submit it, please go to:

https://ieee-cis.org/conferences/ijcnn2020/upload.php?PaperID=21016

to submit your final camera-ready paper. (The above line should be one long
URL and you may need to paste it back together if your email client broke it
into several lines.) On this page you will need to use the following
password:

e65434mu

which is valid only for a single submission of your final camera-ready paper
and you cannot submit any subsequent revision. Final papers MUST be submitted
by April 20, 2020. Any paper submitted after this date run the risk of not
being included in the proceedings. The paper must be re-submitted even if the
reviewers indicated that no changes are required.

IMPORTANT: Please note that once you submit your paper, you cannot submit any
subsequent revision. All papers submitted through the web site are considered
to be in final form and ready for publication. Do not submit your paper until
you are ready. A good suggestion is to have a few colleagues review your
paper to provide final remarks on its suitability before submitting it through
the web site. In addition, please note that it is the author's responsibility
to ensure that all figures/plots can be printed and comprehended in black and
white.

4. In order for your paper to be published in the conference proceedings, a
*signed IEEE Copyright Form* must be submitted for each paper. IJCNN 2020 has
registered to use the IEEE Electronic Copyright (eCF) service. The
confirmation page shown after submitting your final paper contains a button
linking directly to a secure IEEE eCF site which allows electronic completion
of the copyright assignment process. In case of problems with the copyright
process, or for "special copyrights", contact: Chris Dyer
<cdyer@conferencecatalysts.com>.

IMPORTANT: No paper can be published in the proceedings without being
accompanied by a Completed IEEE Copyright Transfer Form. You must complete and
submit this form to have your paper included in the conference proceedings.
Also, please choose IEEE general terms if you are not sure which option to
choose. DO NOT choose US government or Crown copyright unless all authors are
actually employed by the US government or the Crown (UK, Canada, Australia,

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/to9YCnx1zVUKqKk2iv8V9z?domain=ieee-cis.org


etc).

5. Register for the conference via https://wcci2020.org/registration-fee/

IMPORTANT: Each paper must have a corresponding registered author to be
included in the proceedings. Papers that do not have an associated registered
author will not be included in the proceedings. The deadline for author
registration is April 20, 2020 so be sure to register by that time to ensure
that your paper is included in the proceedings. Registering late may mean that
your paper may not appear in the proceedings. Please ensure that you complete
your registration early. Each full registration covers a maximum of two
papers. Each paper requires one full registration (even if all authors of the
paper are students, i.e., a student registration does not cover any paper).

6. Make your hotel reservation early. You can find useful hotel information
via https://wcci2020.org/accommodation/

7. Find out if you need a visa to enter Scotland, and submit your visa
application early if a visa is needed (do not wait until the last minute). For
updated information on visa exemptions and requirements, refer to
https://wcci2020.org/travel-and-visa.

For invitation letter from IJCNN 2020 for your visa application, please visit
https://wcci2020.org/travel-and-visa to find the information you need to
provide.

8. All papers have been reviewed in the same manner with the same standards
and no distinction will be made between oral and poster papers in the
proceedings.

If you have any questions regarding the reviews of your paper, please contact
IJCNN 2020 <ijcnn2020@ieee-cis.org>.

SPECIAL NOTICE - CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)

IEEE WCCI 2020 is proceeding as planned for July in Glasgow. Like you, the
organizing committee is actively monitoring the global situation regarding the
spread of COVID-19. We are aware of the risks of large gatherings, especially
those that attract attendees from around the world such as our conference. We
are actively exploring options and developing alternative plans should a
change in IEEE WCCI 2020 be warranted.

Currently, we are working to provide the possibility of remote presentation
for authors who are unable to travel due to restrictions imposed by their
countries in light of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Should the situation change, it may become necessary to move to 100% virtual
conference. In this case, the registration will be reduced and authors
refunded accordingly.

In either case, all papers for which authors have registered, and are
presented (either in person or virtually) will be included in IEEE Xplore.

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/GHlNCoV1O9tBLBQRI5KVuD?domain=wcci2020.org
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/qCu8Cp81z6HvNv7WFVuzct?domain=wcci2020.org
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/TL1-Cq712XFzPzV3UoXH8n?domain=wcci2020.org
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/TL1-Cq712XFzPzV3UoXH8n?domain=wcci2020.org


All updates will be shared in a timely manner via our website, through email
to authors of accepted papers, and via social media.

We are looking forward to seeing you at IJCNN 2020 (Glasgow, UK).

Sincerely, Asim Roy, General Chair of IJCNN 2020

REVIEWERS' COMMENTS

----------------------------------------------
REVIEW NO. 1

Comments to the authors:
This paper described using the GAN network to predict consumers' Financial 
Risk Tolerance classes. The authors argued that not all users have the 
Questionnaire filled, but all have consumption activities. By using GAN, it 
fills the gap of missing Questionnaire activities. The paper detailed the 
data characteristics and feature construction. The results are compared to 
other methods. 

However, there are a few weaknesses:

1. The four classes in the data set are not detailed at all. I have no idea 
about the relationship between the classes and the data features.

2. Since it is an unbalanced data set, oversampling works better. However, I 
am not sure whether the oversampling was
also used for other compared methods. Maybe the oversampling strategy can 
improve the performance of other methods.
So, it seems that it is not a fair comparison.

----------------------------------------------
REVIEW NO. 2

Comments to the authors:
The paper focuses on the subject of automatic Financial Risk assessment of individuals. 
The paper proposes a new GAN model based on previous works such as CGAN and
Wasserstein Gan to predict the Financial Risk level of a an individual based on
Consumption Activities on online websites and a Survey Feedback. 
The work is divided in several parts: The paper goes through an empirical analysis of the
consumption activity, questionnaire and consumption features representation. In this part
they explain how the answers to the questionnaire can be interpreted and the imbalance
problem in the population used for the study. They also explain how the feature
representation of the consumer was constructed based on the Marslow's need hierarchy and
the Activities, Interests and Opinions theory. 
In the next part, they explain how a GAN model can be integrated in the pipeline and
generate a customer Financial Risk Indicator.
Finally, their model is compared to other studies and an ablation study is performed

The paper's structure is clear and the subject is written and explained clearly. The
Empirical Analysis and the previous works give a lot of context and information regarding
the subject and are well explained. The ablation study is a nice addition.



The part "The advantage of GAN is that it only relies on the backpropagation to obtain
gradients and require no complicated inference during training" seemed strange as GAN
are notorious for their difficult training process compared to other models. The choice of
of a GAN architecture is thus not that clear.

Using external datasets to analyse the model performance on further would have made the
paper more convincing.

The part "We have four consumers have the same features" seems to contain a typo
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